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as NBA's top superstar Wade, his personal dress style and his views on fashion for all to see, he is always with a keen sense of
fashion sense of smell always make their own time to stay at the forefront of fashion. In addition to his style of dress is quite exquisite,
Wade for his signature shoe is also demanding. Outstanding combat performance is simply the basic requirements, wear Wade
series boots can easily attract people eyeball, photographer film murder, become the focus of everyone equally crucial. As is known
to all, fashion, there is always some will never go out of style elements exist, such as wave, leopard, black and white and so on, and
military elements also ranked among them. As a veteran child, Wade of military elements has a inseparable Association, influenced
by Wade's father, Wade since the childhood of military camouflage element quite fascinated, and today Li Ning basketball report
protagonist, Li Ning wade 3" jungle & quot; (3 - way of Wade & quot; Jungle") and large area using the military camouflage element. <
p > to say the designers of this pair of shoes, Li Ning Wade 3 (- way of Wade 3) as Wade's series the new boots still by Wade
shoes, chief designer Eric Miller surgeon, who has created many classic boots designers in the nature reserves of fractal geometry
fractal dazzle structures as inspiration, resorted to the Li Ning Wade can almost be called Li Ning Company in the history of the
strongest boots (- way of Wade 3) 3. It is well known that Wade is a fashion, the trend has a unique insights into the players. It is,
therefore, he for his signature shoes design also reached the requirements almost harsh, from this pair of shoes shape design to the
color choice, to science and technology application of Wade are hands-on, Wade himself into an unprecedented effort to create a
pair of he thinks can make his fans and Li Ning basketball consumer satisfaction with the boots. And this pair of Li Ning Wade 3 (way of Wade 3) has also become a Wade Series in the history of most complex process, slow earthquake is the most robust, weight
light, color is the most abundant top boots. < p > Li Ning wade 3" jungle & quot; (3 - way of Wade & quot; Jungle") vamp by the fabric
material to build, such material can create a dream like sub type geometry pattern. Such patterns make impression profound, so full
of lure tempting and upper design does not see more can be said that the upper left people a deep impression. Of course if you only
think of this pair of shoes upper Christians have the words that would be a big mistake, this pair of shoes, shoe performance equally
extraordinary excellence, when feet into the shoes, wearing new experience impression is profound, the upper material choice to
cope with the fierce confrontation and fine work also ensures that this pair of boots foot thought you >
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